
USB-A - USB-C fabric cable with cable clip, 1.5 m
SKU: TECABLETISSUEUSBCG

Soft and Tangle-Free: Charge and transfer data easily and conveniently

Charging and data transfers are always convenient with the USB-C connector

The fabric cable lets you charge your devices with a compatible port by connecting them to a mains charger or power bank. The
USB-C connector can be inserted from any angle, meaning you can always connect with ease. By connecting a smartphone,
tablet or e-reader to a PC, laptop or MacBook  you can transfer music, video, documents  and other files. As you transfer data,
your device will charge simultaneously .

The fibre-covering makes the cable soft to the touch

The USB-A to USB-C cable is covered in fabric. This feature distinguishes it from standard cables thanks to its soft texture. This
cable is not only useful but also pleasant to use.

Anti-tangle and with cable clip: suitable for any occasion and always ready to use

If you're struggling to find a cable that's always tidy, your search is over. The cable's  anti-tangle finish makes knots and tangles
a thing of the past. Thanks to the cable clip with velcro closure , the cable will always be perfectly tidy and ready for use. Store
it in a backpack or handbag with complete peace of mind.

Key features:

with USB-A and USB-C connectors
for charging and data transfer
lets you simultaneously charge and transfer to the connected device
1.5 metre length



fabric
with cable tie



USB-A - USB-C fabric cable with cable clip, 1.5 m
SKU: TECABLETISSUEUSBCG

Technical data
Cable length: 1.5 m  
Data transfer rate: 480 MB/s  
Connector 1: USB  
Connector 2: USB-C  
Other features: [TEEARTRIBEP]  
Color: gray  
EAN: 8018417439711  
SKU: TECABLETISSUEUSBCG  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 30 mm  
Width Pack: 70 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 55 g  
Width Inner: 160 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 90 mm  
Weight Inner: 405 g  
Width Master: 360 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 210 mm  
Weight Master: 3725 g  
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